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The Southern Literary Journal is published biannually and “is concerned with the literary and intellectual life of the American South” (1). Published since 1967, it “features essays dealing with southern writing from colonial times to the present, and its eclectic approach includes literary criticism, historical studies, and thematic and interpretive analysis”. The Spring 2004 issue specifically highlights “memoir and autobiography” because, according to editor Dr. Hobson, “[they are] among the hottest areas in Southern literature”. In the introduction Hobson also emphasizes a poignant shift away from the primary focus upon “the binary races”. Hobson calls for this paradigm shift to focus upon the emerging multicultural south (13-4). Also central to this latest issue is a focus on rebellion, resurrection and drawing upon the female persona as a source of strength. In “Refusal to be Re-cast: Anne Burton’s Narrative of Resistance” by Yolanda Pierce, the struggle of the first post-bellum autobiography writer, Anne Burton is studied. Burton, making the transition from slave to emancipated slave, writes about the struggle for a new identity and what eventually becomes her defiance adhere to being a second class citizen. “Using my Grandmothers Life as a Model: Richard Wright and the Gendered Politics of Religious Representation”, by Quiana Whitted, chronicles the refusal of Wright to embrace the “enduring core of black folk culture”, which is religion. The women of Wright’s life, according to Wright, use religion for a dependency on God that allows them to “deliberately stop thinking”. Whitted examines his quest for a secular identity of blacks by emerging as independent thinkers that refuse “a false comfort of religion”.

Spring 2003’s overriding theme centers around the search for new definitions and a re-examination of the “old south”. It is a desire to break away from the antiquity. Manning’s article specifically longs to “discover a … link between sentimental southern fiction popular at the turn of the 19th century and the more honest appraisals of the south of the 20th century southern renaissance (28). Also worthy of mention is Ben Railton’s piece “What Else Could a Southern Gentleman Do: Quentin Compson, Rhett Butler and Miscegenation”. It is a comparison of two key figures in southern literature written in the same year: Quentin Compson from Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom and Gone with the Wind’s Rhett Butler. The diametrically opposed characters express issues of a south with one longing for the nostalgia (Butler) and with one yearning for a new beginning (Compson).

Fall 03’s issue revolves around new directions in southern women. The highlighted article “A Particular form of Ugliness: Eudora Welty, Carson McCullers and Flannery O’Connor” by Sarah Gleson White. It explores the “ugliness” embodied in the forefront women writers in the Southern Renaissance; how this stems from “discontentment and oppression”. The female characters in each novel share what White calls “androgynous and sterile” characteristics.

It is also worthy to mention an article written in Fall 2002 by Mark S. Graybill entitled, “Peeping Toms on History: Barry Hannah’s Never Die as Postmodern Western”. Its ability to link the conventional western novel to Never Die, while still being able to successfully emphasize the story’s post-modernism or “metanarrative” (set of patterns that essentialize American identity) places it easily among the most interesting and innovative pieces.

Those that favor the writers Flannery O’Connor and William Faulkner would be wise to submit their writings as in the past 3 years 7 articles have been written on the two giants of southern literature.